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Multi-stage time-evolving models are fundamental for many biological systems in
which time-evolving progression moves through distinct stages [1, 5, 7–9]. Generally,
there are three classes of multi-stage models: matrix models, stage-duration models
and delay-differential equation models [2]. This thesis focuses on stage-duration
models for single-cohort stage-frequency data, which are usually applied to unmarked
cohort data. In these models, individuals are assumed to enter the study population at
the same time. In addition, individuals are not identified due to destructive sampling at
different times. The data are collected by assessing the stages reached by individuals as
a stage-structured time series. In particular, the numbers of alive and dead individuals
in each stage are counted at each sampling time. These stage-duration data are
fundamental to biology and have been studied in various biological contexts [4, 8–
10]. Exploring the development of the population in each stage gives an understanding
of maturation of individuals through their life cycle or industrial processes or the
progression of a disease. Thus, these models are also important for developing
strategies to treat diseases.

In stage-duration models, life cycles of individuals are divided into stages. The
distributions of stage duration and survival time in each stage are commonly modelled
using exponential, Weibull, Erlangian and gamma distributions. The main challenge
of these models is to develop methods for estimating stage-dependent maturation
parameters and hazard rates in each stage. Previous studies lacked flexibility in
the assumptions needed to estimate the stage-dependent maturation parameters and
the hazard rate parameters in each stage. When the stage durations were modelled
using gamma distributions, the shape or the rate parameters of the distributions were
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assumed to be known and the same. This assumption is frequently unrealistic, but it
simplifies estimates. They also assumed that individuals could not die but rather would
eventually move to the next stage, or that individuals could die but that the hazard rate
was the same for each stage [2, 3, 6, 9].

In this thesis, the assumptions on the hazard rate parameters are relaxed and no
assumptions are made on the maturation parameters. The objectives are to propose
novel methods for estimating parameters in the following situations:

• to estimate parameters for models with stage-wise constant hazard rates by
constant shape rate and constant scale cases;

• to estimate parameters for models with linear time-dependent hazard rates by
constant shape rate and constant scale cases;

• to estimate parameters without initial knowledge of shape and rate parameters for
models with no hazard rates;

• to estimate parameters without initial knowledge of shape and rate parameters for
models with stage-wise constant hazard rates;

• to estimate parameters without initial knowledge of shape and rate parameters for
models with linear time-dependent hazard rates.

This thesis is organised into six chapters including the introductory chapter.
Chapter 2 introduces stage-duration models, the Laplace transform method, Bayesian
analysis and previous studies of stage-duration models. In Chapter 3, we propose
two new stage-duration models where nontrivial hazard rates apply. The first model
considers hazard rates that are constant within each stage but vary between stages.
The second model considers linear time-dependent hazard rates within stages. We
use the Laplace transform method to estimate stage-dependent maturation parameters
for these models. In addition, we propose methods for estimating these nontrivial
hazard rates. A key result in this chapter is to explore the relationships among the
stage-dependent maturation parameters in each stage. Those relationships are then
embedded within the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm proposed in
the subsequent chapter for better convergence of Markov processes. Each model is
applied to simulated datasets in order to evaluate the accuracy. Chapter 4 uses a
Bayesian approach to estimate parameters in the models with no hazard rates, with
stage-wise constant hazard rates and with linear time-dependent hazard rates. The
deterministic Metropolis–Hastings (MH) algorithm is used to improve the mixing
of Markov chains. The main aim of this chapter is to relax assumptions about
maturation parameters in the proposed models. By allowing uncertainties through prior
distributions, parameters are estimated using a Bayesian approach. These methods are
implemented in simulated datasets. In Chapters 5 and 6, we apply the techniques from
Chapter 4 to simulation studies and the case studies of cattle parasite data and data
related to breast development of New Zealand schoolgirls. Finally, Chapter 7 draws
conclusions from the major results in the thesis and discusses remaining problems and
future research directions.
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